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CHAPTER VI 

LANDSCAPE AND SETTING AS NARRATIVE AGENT 

 

Setting must be subordinate to the intellectual interest, to which they must be if necessary 

sacrificed. 

        —R. Austin Freeman  

The geographical relocation of the genre of crime fiction to the northernmost regions of the 

world has been a fruitful enterprise in revitalising a subgenre that has always been open to 

revision and reworking. The introduction of this topography has not only led to a huge 

commercial success but has opened up crime novel to new possibilities. The frigid and bleak 

landscape of the northern region is a fitting setting for a cold-blooded murder to occur. And 

when this crime takes place in the much-touted real-life utopia, the setting gains added 

significance. The novels discussed in this chapter take the readers into a literary journey across 

the exquisite lakes into the massive fjords to the land of the northern lights.  This evocation of 

the exotic landscape has been one of the important features of this subgenre. It is also one of the 

reasons for the overall popularity of this genre and its contribution to the Scandinavian crime 

novel cannot be overlooked. 

It is seen that Scandinavian crime novel shifts away from the exotic image of a snowy 

landscape to show the harsher realities of living in this cold place. Most crime writers agree that 

climate has a huge influence on the individuals hailing from these places. Living in a place 

where summer is just a few days without snow, where nights can last several days is bound to 

have an effect not only on the way of life but on the psychology of the individuals too. Bagge 
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remarks on Finland's weather where the long winters can make people melancholic giving birth 

to dark ideas while Thompson goes further and believes that the environment in Scandinavia 

becomes—" a character […] part of us, an antagonist and source of conflict" (Brunsdale 2015: 

105).  This reveals that the characters in Scandinavian crime novels are intricately bound to the 

landscape. While setting like the character development was initially subservient to plot in 

crime fiction, Scandinavian crime fiction has stressed upon a specific locale to build a strong 

narrative background which becomes an expression of the socio-political critique of the state. 

This chapter examines this literary topography to uncover the skeletons underneath the pristine 

snow of the welfare state and explores the role of landscape and setting in Scandinavian crime 

fiction.  

Landscape and setting in literature go beyond the mere physical description of a locale and 

includes the elusive influence that moulds and transforms an environment. For landscape does 

not only include the geographical factors but encapsulates civilizations-past, present, and the 

future. The landscape bears a silent witness to different communities- their happiness and their 

struggles. The sense of place can be understood in—"terms of location, locale and an 

individual's sense of place or emotional ties with the world" (Bergman 2014: 100).  Reading, 

thus, helps a person experience the effects of being in a particular landscape-of being exposed 

to the elemental forces which have a profound effect. The landscape provides a rich variety of 

metaphors which often become a symbol of the human mind—the vast wilderness or the 

cityscape mirroring the human consciousness.  Landscape in literature hence is not just a 

backdrop for a particular scene to take place but becomes an active agent shaping the narrative 

where the settings and the atmosphere become powerful characters in themselves. 
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Likewise, landscape plays a crucial role in crime fiction. While the allure of the crime fiction 

remains the central mystery, the landscape where the long-winded chase occurs has its own 

importance. One cannot simply imagine Sherlock Holmes without the foggy streets of London 

or even the moors of the countryside and when we imagine the hardboiled American detective 

we often picture the detective prowling down the mean streets and dark alleys with a gun in his 

hand. The best of crime fiction offers an opportunity to the readers to examine different 

communities and culture along with providing a sense of place.  P.D James emphasizes the 

importance of setting in her comprehensive Talking About Detective Fiction—“the setting is 

where these people live, move and have their being, and we need to breathe their air, see with 

their eyes, walk the paths they tread and inhabit the rooms the writer has furnished for them” 

(110). This reading of setting lays stress on the landscape that the author presents for the 

readers to navigate.  

The sense of place is also crucial to the genre of crime fiction. Since crime fiction deal with 

various levels of horror the landscape which is mostly a specific localised setting helps to bring 

a much-needed realism to this genre— 

           "A scene in an implied space in a contemporary world significantly relates the fiction 

[…] to the realist tradition, and the central importance of realist spatial setting is evident 

in the almost obligatory presence of maps in Golden age fiction. The Mysterious Affair 

at Styles features a map of the murdered Mrs. Inglethorp's bedroom, and most of 

Christie's subsequent novels also feature maps [...]. The use of maps, along with the use 

of titles that fix a particular event in spatial terms, can be seen throughout Christie's 

oeuvre. Similarly, maps of various kinds, including those of a topographical, 
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meteorological, and geological nature, are central to the twenty-first-century 

investigations of C.S.I."(Scaggs 2005: 50-51).  

These maps become important in adding credibility as P.D. James has pointed out that an 

important function of the setting and the choice of a certain landscape is to add—"credibility to 

the story, and this is particularly important in crime fiction, which often deals with bizarre, 

dramatic and horrific events which need to be rooted in a place so tangible that the reader can 

enter it as he might a familiar room" (111).While the landscape and setting provide much-

needed credibility in terms of socio-cultural position to the works on crime it also allows the 

readers to remain rooted as the murders themselves are full of horror. 

The premise of a mystery is often the ordered society which is thrown into disorder. W.H 

Auden emphasizes the importance of setting in ‘The Guilty Vicarage’, the setting according to 

him: 

“Should be the Great Good Place; for the more Eden-like it is, the greater the 

contradiction of murder. The country is preferable to the town, a well-to-do 

neighbourhood (but not too well-to-do – or there will be a suspicion of ill-gotten gains) 

better than a slum”. 

Place becomes critical in this reading and its characteristics such as climate and its geography 

must be presented to the readers for them to follow the narrative.  Hence, the landscape is a 

dynamic factor in the crime fiction where the changing landscape or an environmental factor 

may lead to a crime being exposed. 

For English speaking readers part of the appeal of Scandinavian crime writing is also its exotic 

location. Reading becomes a form of armchair tourism as these novels provide access to a part 
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of the map that is not widely known or understood. There is a trend in a Scandinavian crime 

novel where the crime novel engages itself with the sub-genre of exotic fiction which provides 

insight into a different society depicting its culture and traditions. There is also a trend of 

presenting a bleak and dark landscape which lies in contrast to the image of a cheerful and 

bright landscape projected by the European nations. The Scandinavian lands have often been 

etched in our minds as a landscape of unadulterated natural beauty with its unending forest and 

beautiful lakes with the massive fjords which lends an air of exotic to these lands. But the one 

image of the landscape as imagined by the readers of crime fiction is one which—"involves 

long nights in the land of the midnight sun—long nights that (in contrast to the idyllic images 

[...]) present the perfect stage of simmering familial resentments and violent dispatch of 

inconvenient spouses or business associates” (Forshaw 2012: 9). 

No longer is there a presentation of an idyllic image of the Garden of Eden, a land untouched 

by evil and crime. This dark image of the landscape serves important functions. Firstly, the 

location with is chill Nordic landscape evokes the image of the bygone era of the Vikings where 

violence was the norm thus successfully evoking the past of the welfare state. Secondly, the 

land serves to reflect the mind of the detective who is delving into the dark recesses of the 

human mind in search for answers that seem difficult to find like bright sunlight in these dreary 

lands. Thirdly, while the crime novel engages itself with the sub-genre of exotic fiction, they 

also dislocate readers and help take them beyond plot and genre to the human condition 

presenting a fatalistic, dark and astringent view of the world—a world that is unknowable. The 

use of Nordic myths and sacrificial rituals etc also contributes to the dark view of the world. 

And finally, there is a shift in the presentation of the Scandinavian landscape from the rural to 

the urban landscape presenting city life along with the nightscape. This has been seen as the 
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effect of mass immigration after the fall of the Berlin wall and an effect of globalisation. With 

mass immigration, there is no scope for nostalgic homogeneity and hence no safe zones are 

present as the facade of the concrete structures of welfare buildings face physical and symbolic 

erosion. 

A crime novel that manages to create an entire world—which captures the sights, smells, tastes, 

sounds, and textures of a location, as well as the essence of its people, its architecture, its social 

relations and culture, its political and legal system, and its economic life—enhances the reading 

experience because it fosters in the reader an acute sense of place. But the most effective of 

landscape and topographies reveal something about the detective and the society they inhabit. 

In Scandinavian crime fiction, vast ancient stone and dark shores inhabit these stories such that 

the soul of the landscape becomes an important narrative agent, even a character in itself. 

One of the most populated of all Scandinavian nations, Sweden boasts of a rich and diverse 

depiction of its landscape in its multitude of literary output. Sweden has varied natural features 

with differing climatic conditions which affect the lives of all its citizens. The varied landscape 

of this nation has been divided into certain sections— 

  "Sweden's twenty-five provinces (landskap or "landscapes"), [...] are generally grouped into 

three sections: Norrland, with 15 percent of its land above the Arctic circle, occupies 

about 60 percent of the country, Svealand in the center has a humid continental climate; 

Gotaland, most agricultural, has an oceanic climate, with the highest population density 

in three areas, the Oresund Region, the western coast, and the Stockholm, in the valley 

of lake Malaren" (Brunsdale 2015: 368).  
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Lying so far in the north has its effects on the climatic conditions too as the land is 

characterised by varying length of daylight. Certain parts of Sweden experience summer where 

the sun never sets and winters where there is perpetual darkness. This is bound to have a certain 

effect on human personality which is dealt with in detail in the fictional world of crime fiction. 

The diversity of climatic conditions is also reflected in the fact that while the north has harsh 

winters with below freezing temperatures, the south enjoys a relatively milder climate where 

the winter can end with no sign of snow at all. Sweden's crime authors have been truly inspired 

by this awe-inspiring landscape and the fictional settings presented in the novels have been an 

important contributing factor to the global popularity of this genre of crime fiction. 

Henning Mankell's Inspector Wallander novels take place mostly in Ystad which is a small 

town in southern Sweden.  The rural landscape of Skane is brought alive by the author. In order 

to give this location, an added element of realism Mankell's novels features an accompanying 

map which locates all the favourite haunts of his detective.  The crucial role that the 

geographical location plays in the narrative is hinted by Wallander in the Faceless Killers—"he 

wondered fleetingly whether there would be any snow in Skane this winter. He hoped not 

Scanian snowstorms always brought periods of uninterrupted drudgery. Car wrecks, snow-

bound women going into labour, isolated old people and downed power lines. With the 

snowstorms came chaos, and he felt ill-equipped to deal with chaos this winter" (22). In 

contrast to the image that is fed to the tourists we get an insight into the harsh winters which 

can cause havoc without a warning and Wallander is presented as being ill-equipped and too 

weary to deal with this crisis. 

 Unlike his literary predecessors, Wallander is introduced to us when his life is in shambles. 

One of the reasons that the author cites for Wallander's refusal to face the chaos is his failing 
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marriage. The first book of the series presents the lonely detective whose wife has recently left 

him, his one daughter refuses to talk to him and he has a non-existent relationship with his 

ageing father. This dreary image of Wallander is set against an equally harsh landscape. The 

one word that the detective frequently uses to describe the landscape is ‘desolate'—"what 

desolation he thought. The Scanian winter with its screeching flocks of crows" (Faceless 

Killers 62). This word can be equally applied to describe his personal life. Hence there is a 

direct bond between the landscape and the psychology of individuals in the narrative. 

Many times in the narrative we come across moments when the author has directly correlated 

the inner state of the detective’s mind with the weather outside—“ 

           “He woke up with a start a few hours later because he was cold. His watch showed 

almost midnight. He felt dejected. Now he’d have another sleepless night. Driven by 

despondency, he got dressed. He might as well spend a few night-time hours in his 

office. 

            Outside he noticed that the wind had died down. It was getting cold. Snow, he thought. 

It’ll be here soon” (Faceless Killers 106). 

The approaching snow brings with it the winter chill which reveals the state of the investigation 

too as Wallander is left with no leads and is faced with one dead end after another.   

The brief summers with its handful of joyful moments seems a likely reflection of the inner 

workings of the mind of the protagonist. For Wallander the environment is an –alienating 

wasteland [...] and yet, it is the achievement of Wallander that he learns to love the place that 

has become a central component of his identity” (McCorristine 2011: 81). This realisation 

comes to him in The Man Who Smiled where we see that his view of the landscape moves from 
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being desolate to a gradual integration –“he contemplated the grey landscape he was travelling 

through. How can anybody fall in love with all this muck? Wondered. But that exactly what I 

have done” (48). 

It is also significant that Wallander’s father who is a painter chooses to repeatedly paint 

landscape too— 

"Not until Wallander was 5 or 6 years old did he realise that his father wasn't working 

on the same painting year after year. It was just that the motif never changed. He painted 

a melancholy autumn landscape, with a shiny mirror of a lake, crooked tree with bare 

branches in the foreground, and, far off on the horizon, mountain ranges surrounded by 

clouds that shimmered in an improbably colourful sunset. Now and then he would add a 

grouse standing on a stump at the far left edge of the painting” (Faceless Killers 36-37).  

This choice of subject matter for the painting and the repetition of the theme is symbolic.  It 

captures the nostalgia that Wallander senior has for the old order at the face of changing times 

and a looming threat of senility. This imagined landscape is  also linked to the question of 

social order in Swedish society as the landscape becomes a symbol of the old order where the 

sun refuses to set. In contrast, Wallander moves away from this imagined landscape into the 

world of crisis especially with his professional choice where he has to face the grim view of 

crime and disorder every day instead of repeating the theme of his father's painting of the 

unchanging landscape for yet another generation. Hence, this painting of Wallander senior 

reflects—"Mankell's overall theme-palette of nostalgia, decline, and melancholy. As Wallander 

realizes, his father's recurrent motif is not due to laziness but is directly linked to the state of 

Swedish society" (McCorristine 2011: 82). 
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Mankell's study of the decline of the state finds a symbol in his description of the Swedish 

landscape. In his hands, the landscape is not just a setting for the characters to live but becomes 

a tool for overall critique. Mankell's choice of a rural landscape, as opposed to the urban 

landscape, is significant. A rural landscape which is associated with innocence is shattered in 

his crime novels and the rural settings are no longer the great ‘good' place but a location where 

safe zones no longer exist. Wallander often wonders about how the crime rate has been 

increasing even in remote places like Ystad—"there were no protected zones anymore. An 

insignificant little village like Lunnarp was confirmation of that fact" (Faceless Killers 58). The 

insignificant village where a ruthless murder takes place becomes a symbol of the overall 

decline of the state of Sweden. 

Studies of the televised version of the Wallander series also bring certain perspectives to light 

about the landscape of Sweden. There are multiple incarnations of the troubled Wallander out 

of which two are important from the point of the presentation of the landscape. The Swedish 

production stars Krister Henriksson which is a low key version of the novel on screen while the 

British adaptation starring a high profile Kenneth Branagh is a more glamorous version 

appealing to a wider international audience. While there are key differences between the 

Swedish and the British version the way the town of Ystad is presented shed a light into the 

study of landscape. The Swedish series presents a dull looking town with grey houses and 

factories. The town has no remarkable character and feature which captures the imagination of 

a viewer. Instead, there is a presentation of an almost unwelcome locale with nothing exotic 

about it. This unvarnished presentation of the landscape goes hand in hand with the debunking 

of the democratic social ideal where the perfect environment for the working class families no 

longer exists. Hence, this series received a lot of critical acclaims presenting resistance to the 
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outsiders' view of this land while embracing the notion of crime fiction as being an apt vehicle 

for social criticism. 

On the other hand, the British series presents a romanticised view of a foreign landscape 

catering to the need of the international audience. We often see the character of the detective 

standing amidst a lush landscape with the dying sunset in the background.  The viewer is no 

longer pushed into a grey landscape with matchbox-like houses but by contrast is presented 

with a glorious view of the architecture of Sweden, both historical and contemporary. This 

highlights the reason for the overall appeal of the Scandinavian crime fiction which is supposed 

to give the wider audience and readers a glimpse of a locale which is not easily accessible to all. 

At the same time, it also emphasises the exotic appeal of a crime set in far off places which may 

act as a way of armchair-travel. This romanticised presentation of the landscape also celebrates 

the idea of a Scandinavian nation as being a utopia on earth which a long-cherished image in 

Europe and the rest of the world. Barry Forshaw aptly summarises the cause of enthusiasm for 

this version in his Crime Uncovered series Detective—“with the concept thus anglicized, 

British television audiences began to see Swedish locations such as Ystad as slightly more 

picturesque version of say, London or Manchester-it might be argued that the success of the 

show is down to this piquant synthesis of familiarity and novelty” (10). 

The vast open landscape of rural countryside offers a large space for a crime to occur and 

remain undetected.  As seen in Arnaldur Indridason's depiction of Iceland, the landscape 

provides many pockets for a person to disappear sometimes forever as reflected in the one 

mystery that haunts the central protagonist forever. Detective Erludur often recounts a 

horrifying incident which takes place in his childhood. As a young boy, he is caught in a storm 

along with his brother. In the midst of nature's fury, he loses his grip of his brother's hand. 
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When the search parties eventually find him he is half buried in snow. The readers later find out 

that his brother is never rescued nor is his body ever found. This incident haunts the central 

protagonist for the rest of his life and causes his lifelong obsession of poring through journals of 

missing people. 

"Erlendur knew this sensation, had felt it since he was ten years old and he and his 

younger brother Bergur had got lost in a storm. For a while, there was a genuine hope 

that his brother would be found alive after burying himself in the snow as Erlendur had 

done, and it was this hope that drove people on to search for him, long after his brother's 

fate had been sealed. The body was never found. When the hope began to wane by the 

day and then vanished by the week and month and year, it was replaced by a feeling of 

numbness towards life. Some people managed to keep it at bay. Others, like Erlundur, 

nurtured it and made the pain their lifelong companion” (Arctic Chill 51-52). 

The country of Iceland is the world’s 18th largest island lying just south of the Arctic Circle. 

Most of the landscape is tundra while the rest is covered by lakes and glaciers. The massive 

fjords often move inland and these are the places where the population is concentrated. Due to 

its proximity to the Arctic Circle less than a quarter of the land is covered with vegetation. 

Added to this are the various mountains and the lava fields since many of the volcanoes on the 

island are active. A sparsely populated nation, a census at the beginning of 2011 showed a mere 

317,000 citizens—"the landscape [...] is a mixture of the old and the new. Volcanoes bubble 

and blow, glaciers grind, and the North Atlantic nibbles away at cliffs. It is dramatic, it is alive, 

it is a work in progress. And there isn't a tree in sight" (Forshaw 2012: 133).   

In this land of snow and vast emptiness, Arnaldur Indridason sets his series featuring the 

Detective Inspector Erlendur. For his background, he chooses the city of Reykjavik which is the 
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capital of Iceland. Unlike Mankell, Indridason chooses an urban locale to feature his famous 

Detective Inspector and we see a glimpse of the city where crime no longer surprises anyone. 

The landscape is an important feature of the Reykjavik murder mysteries as the frigid landscape 

is the cause for the increasing number of missing persons in Iceland which remains a lifelong 

obsession for the protagonist. He often mentions how the case of the missing person is a typical 

Icelandic crime. 

Like many of the novels, the landscapes with its harsh weather conditions cause the reader to 

suffer a sense of foreboding. The sudden storm and the descending darkness often act as a 

prelude to a gruesome crime. In Arctic Chill, the title itself evokes the snow-covered landscape 

where the murder of the young boy acts as a chilling reminder that the poster card image of the 

snow hides blood underneath it. When Erlendur reaches the scene of crime we are left with an 

image of a lost childhood— 

           “He was about ten years old. He was wearing a grey anorak[...] his school bag was on his 

back. One of his boots had come off and there was a hole in his sock. One toe poked 

through. The boy was not wearing gloves or a hat. His black hair was already frozen to 

the ice. He lay on his stomach with one cheek turned up towards them, and they saw his 

broken eyes staring along the frozen earth. The puddle of blood underneath him had 

started to freeze” (Arctic Chill 1). 

This poignant image of innocent blood freezing on the ice presents a stark image that is bound 

to linger in the mind of the reader. The landscape here thus acts as an apt setting for the murder 

and effectively shocks the reader by way of contrast. The weather and the geographical location 

also acts as an apt reflection of the state of mind of the central protagonist prefiguring the 

ensuing crisis— 
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"It was the middle of January. The winter had been reasonable until the New Year when 

the temperature dropped sharply. The ground was now covered in a solid coating of ice 

and the north wind howled and sang around the blocks of flats. Rippling sheets of now 

swept along the ground. They collected into little drifts here and there and fine powder 

snow swirled away from them. Straight from the Arctic, the wind bit their faces and 

penetrated their clothes, cutting to the bone. Erlendur thrust his hands deep into the 

pockets of his winter coat and shuddered. The sky was heavy with cloud and it was 

dark, although it had only just turned four o' clock" (Arctic Chill 1-2). 

The Icelandic landscape also has another important role to play in the narrative. In The 

Draining Lake, the author unravels the mystery of a skeleton which is discovered half-buried in 

a dried out lake along with an old Russian radio transmitter. We learn that the water level of the 

lake dropped rapidly due to an earthquake. The landscape and the tectonic movements lead to 

an important discovery of a dead body which otherwise would have remained hidden for all 

eternity. Similarly, in Jar City a crucial clue is provided by the location of the marshes 

underneath the basement leading to the discovery of the remains of a person who had been 

missing for over two decades— 

“nordurmyri. North Mire.” 

And? 

The houses were built on marsh land” (Jar City 200). 

 Likewise, Karin Fossum’s Norway is an apt setting for a long dark night of crime which is a 

characteristic of crime fiction. Critics have remarked that one element which separates 

Norwegian crime fiction from the rest of Scandinavian variety is that crime fiction from this 
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nation has–“more landscape, less action and adrenaline than its Swedish counterparts” 

(Brunsdale 2015: 243). This holds true for the novels of Fossum which takes place in the rural 

Norwegian landscape. She draws inspiration from the forbidding landscape which can hide the 

good as well as the evil in its vast empty spaces. 

Norway is well known for its massive mountains and fjords which does not encourage a 

populated neighbourhood. The landscape often forces people to live in widely separated places 

where communication is next to impossible. One of Norway's most well-known dramatist 

Henrik Ibsen described the landscape as being –"spectacular but severe [with] a lonely shut-off 

life [which] force them [...] not to bother about other people, but only their own concerns, so 

that they become reflective and serious, they brood and doubt and often despair” (Brunsdale 

2015: 244).  The landscape thus has a direct effect on the personality of the individual too as 

seen in the characters that Fossum has created. The overwhelming distance between inhabitants 

has led to a unique sense of reserve and inexpressiveness which is considered to be a typical 

Norwegian quality. This geographical isolation is reflected in the literature of the nation too. 

Especially in crime fiction where the Norwegian impassiveness hides a simmering drive for 

horrifying crimes which can easily remain concealed in a remote landscape. 

 Fossum sets her novels in rural landscape in small neglected villages far away from the city—

"the village lay in the bottom of a valley, at the end of a fjord, at the foot of a mountain. [...] the 

village was a stepchild of the municipality, and the roads that led there were indescribably bad. 

Once in a while, a bus deigned to stop by the abandoned dairy and pick up people to take them 

to town. There were no night buses back to the village" (Don’t Look Back 3). This description 

of the village highlights the point that isolation of communities is an important feature of the 
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Norwegian landscape. At the same time, the neglect that is described reveals a different side of 

the state machinery while emphasizing the lack of communication.   

This choice of landscape and setting is important for the author as she has revealed—“it is a 

small place with about 2,000 people, and it is easy for me to initially choose—and then describe 

a place I know so intimately. I could never write a novel set in a big city, because, frankly I 

don’t know what it would be like” (Forshaw 2012: 112). Fossum herself was raised in a small 

Norwegian village and her settings are often brought to life by the description of the customs 

and food habits of these places recalling Agatha Christies’ descriptions of the English 

countryside. She vividly describes her Detective Inspectors love for the Icelandic delicacies 

such as sheep’s head which her central detective eats with great relish. This allows her readers 

to learn a lot about a place where few would actually get to visit in their lifetime. On another 

level, this choice of the idyllic landscape throws a sharper contrast to the evil which is always 

lurking underneath the mask of innocence.  Her psychological thrillers reveal the true nature of 

human being which lies beneath the apparent garb of respectability in what looks like a 

beautiful picture perfect landscape.  

The geographical locations along with the climatic conditions become a convenient place for 

crimes to remain hidden and for evidence to disappear. In Black Seconds one of the unsavoury 

characters conveniently falls into the sea from the deck of the ship. The body is never recovered 

and the truth comes out in the open only when Inspector Sejer starts raising some 

uncomfortable questions. The vast landscape also means that the witness count is very low 

when a crime occurs. The sparsely populated locales provide ample pockets for kidnapping and 

murder to occur without a single witness. This leads to many complications for the protagonist 
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trying to unravel the mystery and many times the puzzle is only solved through sheer 

perseverance of the detective and his team.  

The chilling landscape also acts as an apt reflection of the prevailing mood in the narrative. 

When Helga finds out that her young daughter is missing a change occurs in the landscape too 

which in turn further emphasizes the darkness that is going to surround her life— 

“A creeping, unpleasant shift that brought about a change in the light, in the 

temperature, in the landscape outside. Trees and bushes stood lined up like militant 

soldiers. Suddenly she noticed how the sky, which had not released rain for weeks, had 

filled with dark, dense clouds. When had that happened?”(Black Seconds 117). 

The ensuing rain brings in a sense of foreboding making the readers question whether the 

young missing girl will be found alive after all. For the mother, the sound of the drops of rain 

acts as a poignant reminder of ticking sound of seconds which are slipping from her hands. The 

climatic conditions also act as a reflection of the state of mind of the central protagonist who 

considers a certain change of weather as bad timing which only acts as a deterrent in his search 

for the truth. 

While Fossum sticks to the rural landscape, Denmark's leading crime writer Jussi Adler Olsen 

often sets his crime novels in a more cosmopolitan locale. The nation has been rapidly growing 

with a strong industrial base since the end of Second World War projecting a cosy and happy 

image of the fairy tale world of Hans Anderson Christian. The city is also seen as a laidback 

place with individuals of Viking decent living in perpetual summer. However, Denmark's 

landscape consists mainly of low lying agricultural land which is sparsely populated and like 

the rest of Scandinavia, the land is characterised by the harsh northern landscape with its 
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accompanying weather conditions. "The Killing", one of the most famous crime television 

series set in Denmark presents a different side of the city where Copenhagen appears as "dark, 

cold, perpetually overhung with rain clouds" (Brunsdale 2015: 7). 

Adler considers himself to be a product of the world and he enjoys the growing appreciation for 

his Department Q series where readers "are taking a vicarious trip to Denmark to soak up the 

atmosphere and savour the locations" (Forshaw 2012: 171).  The author's painstaking and 

meticulous research of the setting is reflected in his award-winning novels. The readers are 

given precise details about specific places making the place and setting crucial elements of the 

narrative. He sets his novels in the city of Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark—"which is 

really a small town by the sea compared to many other important cities" (Forshaw 2012: 173). 

This landscape becomes an apt setting for his disturbed detective Carl Moark to function in. 

Olsen introduces the Danish landscape in his first novel of Department Q series Mercy where 

Carl Moark investigates one of his first cases of the newly formed cold case unit. As opposed to 

the pristine picture card imagery of the lush green landscape, Olsen focuses on the junk which 

has accumulated over the years on this very landscape. There is an abandoned factory in the 

middle of the agricultural field. This decrepit building creates a sharp contrast to the 

cosmopolitan image of a thriving city. At the beginning of the narrative, the readers are 

introduced to a female character who has been in captivity for many years. The sparsely 

populated countryside provides the perfect opportunity for the kidnappers to continue on 

without the knowledge of anyone. Olsen often subverts the postcard image of the green fields 

by referring to the harsh smell of fertilizers leaving his readers with a different image of his 

country. He also makes a direct critique of the projection of these places in The Hanging Girl—

“Scattered along the rain-filled, deep tyre tracks there were monoliths with carved runes and 
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coloured Celtic and Norse symbols. There could be no doubt that this was the entrance to a 

world parallel to the one where politicians strutted in borrowed plumes and people bought even 

the most obvious lies” (302). This is one pointed example of how Scandinavian crime writers 

have used the location and landscape as a vehicle of critique. 

 Even the weather looms threateningly overhead as the roads turn slippery which becomes the 

causes for a number of fatal crashes to occur as the narrator muses—“the wind had created a 

carpet of ice crystals, and that’s where things went terribly wrong. No one was assigned blame, 

and no lawsuits were filed for damages” (Mercy 204-204). The lonely landscape and the 

weather conditions also means that a hit and run accident can happen with a minimum chance 

of a witness which occurs in the first book of the Department Q series where a car is 

deliberately veered off the road so that it crashes against the tree. A cold-blooded murder takes 

place which unfortunately looks like an accident. As all these crimes occur in the narrative the 

landscape remains as a silent spectator while providing ample space for the crimes to occur 

without the threat of discovery. The sea also plays an important role in the disappearance of 

Merete which occurs on the ship. Local authorities after a round of investigation conclude that 

Merete may have fallen or pushed overboard. However, during the initial phases of the 

investigation, it becomes difficult for the team to decide whether it was a murder or suicide due 

to the lack of a dead body. Assad, who is an assistant of Carl makes an important observation— 

“What I do not understand is then why Merete Lynggaard was never found in the water. 

In Syria, where I come from there are tons of sharks in the water that eat the dead 

bodies. But if there are not so many sharks in the sea around Denmark, the bodies 

should probably be found at some point […]. 
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The homicide chief tried to smile. ‘Yes, well. The waters around Denmark are deep and 

wide. It’s not unusual that we fail to find the bodies of people who have drowned. In 

fact, it’s quite common for someone to fall overboard from a passenger ship in those 

waters. And often the body is never found” (Mercy 76). 

This conversation between Assad and the chief is an indicator of how the seascape becomes yet 

another space for evidence to disappear. 

The weather also plays a crucial role in reflecting the thoughts of the characters of the series 

which has become a hallmark of the Scandinavian crime series. When Carl realizes that the 

Department is planning to take action against him the narrator describes his thoughts—“they 

wanted to fire him? Well, he wasn’t going to make it easy for them. Carl looked beyond Tivoli 

Gardens, up at the clouds that were gathering and threatening the city” (Mercy 25). The 

gathering rain clouds become a symbol of the detective’s state of mind effectively giving the 

readers an insight into his character. 

Carl soon realises that he is not going to be fired but has been made the head of a newly formed 

department which is located at the basement of the building. The choice of the basement as the 

location for the office of Department Q is symbolic of the type of cases they handle. The 

department is opened to handle cold cases-cases which have no more leads and have not come 

to any satisfying conclusion and hence has been closed. The basement of the Police 

headquarters likewise is a place which one rarely visits. There is an air of stagnancy which can 

directly be connected to the stagnancy of the cold cases. The basement is also a location which 

is a dead- end for the entire building suggestive of the cases they handle which have all 

accumulated after reaching their own dead ends. Carl describes the basement as the ‘fourth 

circle of hell'—"for the last hundred yards along the basement corridor he hadn't seen a soul. In 
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his end of the basement, there were no people, there was no daylight, air, or anything else that 

might distinguish the place from the Gulag Archipelago. Nothing was more natural than to 

compare his domain with the fourth circle of hell" (Mercy 31). While the description of the 

basement suggests a coffin-like space which initially becomes a symbol of marginalisation, 

isolation, and exploitation, the Carl-Assad team later turns it into a fruitful enterprise as they 

start solving a record number of cases.   

While Olsen's Denmark is a cosmopolitan land, Finland is a relatively closed book for most of 

the non-Scandinavians since it has lived under the shadow of its Swedish counterpart and 

Russian influences.  One of the most important crime writers of Finland, Matti Joensuu likes to 

delve into the question of Finnish identity and revels in presenting a stark picture of the Finnish 

landscape. In an interview, he mentions his use of setting and landscape— 

“It’s very important for me[...] to create- in a very concrete fashion-the scenes and 

settings of my novels. I make a point of visiting them, studying them, photographing 

them. It’s impossible to underestimate the importance of the locales in a novel-they are 

like the bones under the muscles in a human body” (cited in Forshaw 2012: 149). 

He draws his inspiration from the metropolis of Helsinki which is seen through the eyes of a 

meticulous policeman Harjunpaa. His use of setting is unique as Joensuu uses his setting to 

present the dark underbelly of the cities quite literally. For example, The Priest of Evil describes 

a network of underground tunnels underneath some parts of Helsinki. Joensuu stumbled upon 

these tunnels when he was out in his job as a policeman and these tunnels became the source of 

inspiration for his novel. The location of the tunnels has also been revealed by the author—“it is 

situated at the meeting point of a number of railway tracks. There is a bridge that goes across 

this area. At one point I climbed over some railings and ended up in this terrifying place or a 
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place that you could imagine as being terrifying” (Forshaw 2012: 150). The tunnels were 

directly under the city of Helsinki and were approximately over three hundred kilometres long. 

These tunnels become a character in itself in the novel where the readers discover the priest of 

evil lurking in these dark passages murmuring strange phrases in Latin. The terrifying feeling of 

being in these dark places is reflected by Harjunpaa— 

"His voice echoed against the rock, stretching further and further into the depths of the 

tunnel before finally disappearing as though the rock had swallowed it. A fear grew 

within him, the terrifying thought that the rock would swallow him too. He sensed 

something dark and malevolent about the place and wanted desperately to return to the 

surface" (151). 

 The claustrophobic atmosphere of this place is captured in the detective’s reaction. We later 

learn that the tunnels are an important clue in the revelation of the serial killer who pushes 

people to their death in front of the underground train. The network of these underground 

railway tunnels also symbolises the evil lying underneath a veneer of innocence and 

respectability.  

The author also manages to capture the sights and sounds of a bustling cityscape as the readers 

are given a glimpse of the various neighbourhoods which houses dilapidated buildings. Unlike 

the stereotype image of a beautiful landscape, the readers are shocked into an observation of 

broken families living in equally broken houses. The locale becomes important in the narrative 

as a form of critique of the image projected by the tourist postcards. This contrast is reflected in 

a description of the city—" seagulls squawked in the air and the square was swarming with 

people-some were even wearing t-shirts-and life went on as if nothing had ever happened [yet] 

the end of a particular world had taken place deep in a tunnel underground" (The Priest of Evil 
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37). This reflection of the detective upon the discovery of the dead body captures the dichotomy 

that exists between the open landscape and the underlying cityscape where darkness has a free 

reign. This description also foregrounds the thought process of the detective figure which is an 

important part of Scandinavian crime fiction. 

Hence, the narratives discussed here reveal the presence of dark shadows on the idyllic 

landscape of Scandinavia. It is also clear that landscape and setting go beyond providing a mere 

backdrop for the crime to occur. For the novelists discussed in this chapter, the local landscape 

operates as an articulating vestige of economics, politics and social order. This is a common 

trend found in Scandinavian crime writers where a geographical change may hint at larger 

things. They become a symbol of the disturbed psyche of the central protagonist and act as a 

commentary on the widening gap between the projected happy picture of the state and the grim 

realities that lie underneath. They act as a mirror to the anxieties felt by the individuals in the 

narrative at the face of various moments of crisis. While the lush green landscape described by 

the authors discussed here appeals to the readers looking for armchair tourism, they also bring 

to the forefront the bleak and harsh landscape which highlights the brutality that lies underneath 

this exotic image.  Murder becomes more shocking because of the location where it occurs and 

this murder becomes a voice of social-political critique of the state which is an underlying 

thread that runs through all Scandinavian crime fiction.  Hence, the landscape becomes a 

character of its own in the series discussed here and this and its presentation is vital to the 

global success of the Scandinavian crime fiction. 

 

 


